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INVITATION FROM THE ORGANISATION COMMITTEE 
 
It is a great pleasure and honor for us to invite you to the 21st 
International Medical Sciences Student Congress (IMSSC) which will be 

held in Istanbul on May 9-11, 2008. 
 
  
 
21st IMSSC aims to unite medical students from various nations under the 
purpose of serving and improving medical sciences. 
 
  
The scientific program will cover presentations, poster sessions and 

workshops on different medical topics and panel discussions.  
We hope that it will provide the participants a wonderful oportunity to 
exchange ideas, present their works in the field of medicine and make 

them enjoy discussing an ancient profession in an ancient city. 
 
  
The Organisation Committee shows great effort to ensure an unforgettable 
experience for you in our splendid city; Istanbul, where the West 

embraces the East, forming a vividly alive atmosphere that you will 
cherish. 
 
  
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 e-mail: info@obak.org 
 
website: www.obak.org 
 



  
 
Communication Address: 
OBAK, Istanbul Tıp Fakultesi, Dekanlik Yazi Isleri 34390, 
Capa, Istanbul, TURKEY 
 
  
Congress Area 
Istanbul University Istanbul Faculty of Medicine 
 
Language & Abstracts 
- The offical language is ENGLISH. 
- Simultaneous translation into Turkish will be provided during panels and 

workshops. 
 
  
 
Soon we will be calling for abstracts: 
- Fill in the ABSTRACT FORM that will be posted on the web site soon. 
- The abstracts must include aim, methods, results, conclusions and 

should not exceed 250 words. 
- The abstract book will be printed in English and will include all of the free 

presentations and the posters presented during the congress. 
Please give extra attention to the guideline while filling in the abstract 

form. 
- Deadline is February 28, 2008. Delays in postage will not be taken into 

consideration. 
 
Climate 
- Istanbul has a warm and humid weather in May. You may need pullovers 
for the evening. 
 
Accommodation 
- Organisation committee will provide accommodation to registered 

applicants. The rooms will have a bathroom with hot water and breakfast 
will be given at the accommodation place every morning. 
 
Transport 
-The applicants will be met at the airport and taken to the registration 
office by the members of the organisation committee only if the arrival 

date is May 8, 2008. 
-Transport in the city during the congress will be provided by the congress 

busses. 
 
 Please check the website for any further announcements: 
www.obak.org 
 

We are looking forward to see you all here in ISTANBUL. 
 
 Student Scientific Research Club (SSRC-OBAK) 


